First Wave Sports International LLC

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE – JANUARY 12, 2022
FIRST WAVE SPORTS FORMS PARTNERSHIP WITH TOCA FOOTBALL, INC.
First Wave Sports is pleased to announce an exciting new partnership with TOCA Football, Inc. Under this
partnership, all of First Wave Sports’ professional soccer clients will have the opportunity to sharpen their technical
skills by training in TOCA’s state-of-the-art training facilities, nationwide. “We are thrilled to align our company with
an exciting, growing brand like TOCA Football,” said FWSI President, Stefani Miglioranzi. “Their revolutionary
technology is setting a new standard in development and training, and for our player clients to have the opportunity
to access these facilities is of tremendous value.”
TOCA Football, Inc. is a technology-enabled soccer experiences and entertainment company that is transforming the
sports experience and building communities that inspire people of all ages and abilities to play. TOCA was founded
in 2016 by two-time U.S. World Cup and former MLS and English Premier League midfielder Eddie Lewis. He led the
development of TOCA's training platform, which employs a proprietary ball machine, digitalized targets, and realtime data to rapid improvement for players at every level. TOCA currently has 16 centers nationwide with plans to
more than double its footprint in 2022, and added US Women's National Champion, Abby Wambach, to its board.
TOCA CEO Yoshi Maruyama said, “TOCA is looking forward to welcoming First Wave Sports and their players into
our training facilities. First Wave Sports is committed to supporting all aspects of their players' development and
well-being. Through our partnership, their athletes will have the opportunity to train at our centers, allowing them full
access to our unique, technology-driven soccer programs that are proven to accelerate performance."
First Wave Sports was originally founded in the UK over 30 years ago and currently has multiple administrative and
agency offices in various cities in the United States. The company was recently reorganized and relaunched with a
new ownership group and with a refocused energy on providing holistic services to players.
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